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FY14 results in line; future strategy sounds right, but execution and profitability remain key risks
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● Li Ning reported in-line results with retail revenue +28% YoY and
wholesale +10% YoY; however, it still recorded Rmb781 mn of net
losses or Rmb855 mn of recurring net losses in 2014.
● Pros and cons: Pros include (1) Mr Li as interim CEO, likely until
turnaround; (2) new initiatives in e-commerce and future plan to
adjust to young people's lifestyle changes; and (3) SSSG and trade
fair data are encouraging. Cons include (1) margins and working
capital distorted due to lack of details on retail vs wholesale; (2)
limited cost savings; and (3) lack of transparency and visibility.
● Our simple score card (Figure 2) suggests that although the company
seems to be following the right strategy and direction, execution and
poor fundamentals remain overhangs. We don’t believe the company
will turn profitable in 2015 given the low sell-out ratio.
● We believe the market over-reacted to the company's incremental
improvement. We fine-tune our estimates, but our target price of
HK$1.8 is unchanged. We believe the high valuation (2.2x 2015E
P/B) for a loss-making company is not justified.

Figure 1: Li Ning FY14 results review
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Figure 2: Scorecard: right direction, but lots of execution risks

Note 1: ORD/ADR=25.00. Note 2: Li Ning engages in research and development, design,
manufacturing, distribution and retailing of sports footwear, apparel and accessories for sport and
leisure use mainly in China.

Click here for detailed financials

FY14 results in line with profit warning

Li Ning reported FY14 results, with revenue up 15.5% and a net loss
of Rmb781 mn, in line with the earlier profit warning. The full-year
recurring loss was Rmb855 mn, which only slightly improved YoY. For
2H alone, Li Ning reported 23% YoY revenue growth, but still posted
recurring losses of Rmb415 mn (or total losses of Rmb196 mn,
including the writeback for inventories and receivables of Rmb219 mn).
Scorecard suggests high valuation is not justified

Our simple scorecard on the company's fundamentals suggests that
although the company seems to be following the right strategy and
direction, execution and poor fundamentals remain overhangs. We
expect it to be loss-making in 2015E, and believe the stock is overvalued.
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